
Hey Bleu babies! Jingle bells are in the air, the 
Christmas cups are back at Starbucks and life is 
feeling joyful. That's because it's the Holiday 
season! Whether you're celebrating Christmas, 
Hanukah, Kwanza, or a mix of all three, Bleu has 
got your back with the perfect jaw-dropping 
looks. With all the pressure of buying gifts 
(especially for your mother-in-law), cooking, and 
decorating, the last thing on your mind should be 
your outfit. Dress your best with our collection of 
perfect pieces. We've put together some 
wonderful options that will help you outshine the 
Christmas tree or burning candles. Sit back and 
drink a cup of hot chocolate because we've got 
this. From dresses to suits, we've organized our 
favorite Holiday looks.  

 

Make this holiday season memorable for you and 
everyone that sees you. We swear by Rachel Zoe’s 
Rexford Mini Dress, defining it as an epitome of 

perfection. We love it with these Paula Rosen drop earrings and Alice + Olivia Adly Grommet Pump.  

 

Office parties can be a drag. With your boss staring at you, and Carol from HR getting drunk, things get 
weird but your outfit better not be. Here's the perfect outfits that max the perfect amount of 
professional yet festive. We chose Rachel Zoe Parish One Sleeve Top with Alice + Olivia Hayley Boot Cut 
Pant in Velvet. Keeping in mind you’re a bit of a rock star so we added a velvet pleated sleeve 
blazer…now that's a combination of glitz and glam! If you want to ditch that blazer, go with a full sleeve 
top with a necktie detail in black and gold. You will look like a rock star either way!  



 

The romance of ruffles in RACHEL ZOE Payten Layered Ruffle Mini Dress is hot. If you are hosting a party 
and all eyes are on you, this is the dress! This dress drips with absolute grace with it’s exquisitely 
designed intricate lace fabric. Pair it with our ILENE KAUFMAN Cubic Zirconia Square Necklace and 3.1 
PHILLIP LIM Sabrina Cage Leather Mule In gold. 

 

Roll out the red carpet. The Goldie Cap Sleeve dress gives justice to your tardiness. This dress is tailored 
in velvet burn-out, giving it an elegant vibe, and we like it with a chunky bracelet and strappy heels. This 
is the perfect dress to show off that boy toy accessory.  

 

This Diva Does It Right! Did you say, “I am not guilty of my killer outfit”? Then Karinji Pant and Blazer is 
your plus one for the party. Wear it with a cami or gin… We vote for the latter. This needs no 
accessories when paired with snake heels and a flask.  



 

It's time for some disco this holiday season. Zhivago Magical Nights Sequin dress carries a perfect vibe 
for those who love to dance. Get flirty on the floor in this ruffled mini dress. Wear it with your favorite 
drop earrings and black heels.  

 

We would love to be a part of your holiday looks, share the happiness by tagging us with any outfits you 
shop @bleuclothing. 


